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Accommodating the IQ and Learning Style of a

Student Writer

N. Rabianski

The invention process, when a writer gathers, formulates and interrelates ideas, constitutes an especially significant portion of the entire
writing process. Writing instructors know that a writer who experiences
great difficulty with invention may simply decide that he/she does not
have any ideas and not proceed with the writing task. During the past
decade, concern for helping writers to overcome such difficulties has
given rise to a number of invention heuristic procedures. Some are a part
of a continuum established by James Kinneavy and Brena Walker as a
comprehensive way to view writing. The continuum is organized on the
basis of the degree of structure of the approach and the type of thought
required for the approach to be successful. {Brena Bain Walker, "An
Analysis of Six Basic Approaches to Teaching Freshman Composition' '
(Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas, 1974), p. 30.}At one end of the
continuum are well-known procedures, such as free writing, that are
unstructured and Cased upon intuitive thought; at the other end of the
continuum are equally well-known procedures, such as the tagmemic
heuristic procedure, that are structured and based upon analytic thought.
Some procedures along the continuum might be considered somewhat
similar to each other, but free writing and the tagmemic heuristic procedure clearly differ from each other both in structure and in the type of
thought needed for use.
Since these two heuristic procedures do differ in such basic ways we, as
conscientious writing lab instructors or directors, should not assume that
teaching either procedure is equally effective. If we do not question the
relative effectiveness of such procedures, we are simply accepting any

procedure that other teachers have felt worked successfully with a
number of their student writers. In reality, though, I'm sure we want to
tutor each student writer in the most effective way, particularly when the
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writer is engaged in the crucial process of invention. The p
us is: How does an instructor determine which invention p
structured, analytic tagmemic heuristic procedure or th
unstructured, intuitive free writing procedure - is the bet
instruction for an individual student writer?
Research Basis

At present there is not a large body of quantifiable research measuring
the effectiveness of either free writing or the tagmemic heuristic procedure. I was able to find wide advocacy of free writing, but no quantifiable research measuring its effectiveness. On the other hand, the

tagmemic heuristic procedure, developed by Richard Young, Alton
Becker, and Kenneth Pike, has been proven, first in a reaearch study by
C. Lee Odell and later in a study by Richard Young and Frank Koen, to

be effective in aiding student writers with the invention process.

{Camillus Lee Odell, "Discovery Procedures for Contemporary

Rhetoric: A Study of the Usefulness of the Tagmemic Heuristic Model in

Teaching Composition" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan,

1970); Richard Young and Frank Koen, The Tagmemic Discovery Procedure: An Evaluation of the Uses in the Teaching of Rhetoric (Ann Ar-

bor, Michigan: University of Michigan, 1973).} These two notable

studies did measure the effectiveness of the tagmemic heuristic procedure. However, these studies dealt with the effectiveness of instruction
for a significant number of students in randomly formed groups. In con-

trast, as writing lab instructors we are concerned about improving the
performance of specific individuals, a number of whom come to the lab
after already having failed to cope with some aspect of invention. If the
diagnosis of the student's problem does indicate that he/she needs help
with invention, tye instructor must try to ease the student's pròblem by
teaching the best method for that particular student.
I first became interested in this problem during the years 1974 through

1977, when I taught both free writing and the tagmemic heuristic procedure to my high school students. Eventually, I began to feel that I
could anticipate which procedure would prove to be more useful for a
particular student. Since I was not able to find research to support my in-

tuition, I designed my own twenty-week study as a part of my doctoral
work. The study did identify (at the .05 level of confidence by means of
pre-post essay data), features of student writers, such as IQ, that might
be useful in predicting the relative effectiveness of free writing and the

tagmemic heuristic procedure. {See Nancyanne Rabianski, "An Ex-

ploratory Study of Individual Differences in the Use of Free Writing and
the Tagmemic Heuristic Procedure"; (unpublished doctoral dissertation,

SUNY Buffalo, 1979.)}
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Overview of the Procedure .

In order to increase the number and variety of ideas in a student's
essays with an informative aim, I suggest the following four steps: 1.
Identify two individual features of the writer, IQ and Conceptual Level
2. Pair each student with a specific heuristic procedure on the basis of
those two features 3. Plan lessons for instruction and practice in the use
of free writing and the tagmemic heuristic procedure 4. Evaluate the
results of instruction in the setting of the writing lab. The procedure,
aside from instruction itself, takes little time and costs nothing. By
following each step, however, any lab instructor can conduct inexpensive, quantifiable research and feel assured that each student who comes
to the lab for invention aid is receiving the best possible instruction.
Identifying Features of the Individual Student Writer.
The features of individual student writers identified in my study were

either readily available or easily measured: group, IQ and Conceptual
Level. Group referred to college-bound and vocational groups formed by
a curriculum planner, and was based primarily on course of study rather
than ability; since this feature would not be applicable in a college setting, I will omit the findings from the discussion. The second feature, IQ

as a measure of general ability, is usually readily available from the Admissions Office. The third feature, Conceptual Level, is a measure of a

student's preference for structure or lack of structure in a learning situa-

tion. There are several psychological tests that measure preferred learn-

ing style; however, I have found the Paragraph Completion Test,
developed by the educational psychologist David Hunt, to be especially
useful for two reasons. First, the test may be administered unobtrusively
as a simple writing exercise. The test consists of a series of topics, such as

rules, criticism, pírents and disagreements, on which students are asked
to write a response of at least three sentences. Each response is timed, but
students seem to accept the explanation that the responses must be timed

because a quick response is usually a fresh, honest response. The

responses provide a psychological measurement of the student's

preference for structure or lack of structure in a learning situation; yet,

unlike psychological tests that have a similar purpose, such as the Hidden
Figures Test, this test appears to the student simply to be a normal
writing exercise in which he/she is asked to write opinions on topics.
Consequently, there is none of the tension associated with a test that

students recognize as a psychological test. Secondly, this test is very
useful to a busy lab instructor because it can be scored without much
time or expense. The tests, for a fee, may be scored by David Hunt's
graduate students at the Ontario Institute for Students in Education.
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However, this is not necessary. David Hunt is able to pro
copy of the test but also a detailed scoring manual that
student responses so that any pair of novice raters, wi

practice, can achieve an inter-rater reliability of .86 or high

student papers. {David Hunt, L. Butler, J. Noy, and M. Rosser,
' 'Assessing Conceptual Level by the Paragraph Completion Method"
Ontario, Canada: Ontario Institute for Students in Education, 1977, p.

43.}

In my twenty week study, students were identified on the basis of these

two features. In particular, Conceptual Level scores on Hunt's
Paragraph Completion Test were divided into three categories: 1.) low
scores of 0-1.2 2.)middle scores of 1.21-1.99 and 3.) high scores of
2.0-3.0. IQ scores on the Otis-Lennon Test of Mental Abilities were
divided into two groups: 1.) middle range scores of 85-115 and 2.) high
scores of 1 16-135. IQ and Conceptual Level are measured variables, that
is, they exhibit a range of scores. Therefore, they are a rather precise way
of identifying a student.

Using Predictions Based on Statistics and Interviews to Prescribe a Particular Heuristic Procedure .

The first test of data from my study indicated that there was growth in

writing for a statistically significant number of students in my classes.
This, however, did not answer my question: Which students were helped
by a particular procedure? In order to answer this question, I compared
the pre-post test growth for all the students who studied free writing and

possessed a particular feature, such as middle IQ, with the pre-post test
growth for all of the students who studied the tagmemic heuristic procedure and shared the same feature of middle IQ. The results showed
that middle IQ'students who studied the tagmemic heuristic procedure
showed significantly more growth than middle IQ students who studied
free writing. These comparisons were drawn for each category of each of

the two features. Such comparisons did not always show statistically
significant difference in growth between the students who studied free
writing and those who studied the tagmemic heuristic procedure, but
coupled with student interviews, they form a fairly sound basis for pairing students with the appropriate invention procedure.

I will begin with the categories of features for which I have both
statistical and interview support. The primary features were middle range

IQ scores (85-115) and low Conceptual Level scores (0-1.2) Students
who possessed such features and studied the tagmemic heuristic procedure showed significantly greater growth in their use of a greater
number and variety of ideas in essays with an informative aim than
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students with the same features who studied free writing. Accordin
the statistical results of my study, students who possess any of t
features should benefit more if they study the tagmemic heuristic
cedure rather than free writing.

The interviews that I conducted strongly support these predicti
For example, one girl who was interviewed had a middle IQ and a
Conceptual Level. She was very dissatisfied with free writing as a
heuristic procedure. She did the free writes that were assigned before
writing the first drafts of her essays, but in the interview that followed in-

struction, she admitted that she always outlined secretly at home before
writing the essays. She kept these outlines hidden in the back of her
folder so that she could refer to them when she wrote her essays in
school. She felt that these outlines were really the form of pre-writing
that aided her; the "extra stuff" in the free writes always confused her!
Consequently, I think that I can say with some assurance that this girl
would have benefited much more from studying the tagmemic heuristic
procedure, a relatively structured type of procedure, rather than free
writing.

The girl just discussed possessed both of the major features that showed statistical significance (Table 1, Category 1). It is not likely, however,
that many students will possess both a low Conceptual Level and a middle IQ. Most will possess either a low Conceptual Level or a middle IQ,
but not both. I suggest that all such students should study the tagmemic
heuristic procedure (Table 1, Categories 2-4). This assignment has
statistical support from only one of the features, and so is made with less

assurance than the assignment of a student who has both a middle IQ
and a low Conceptual Level.
Comments made by students during interviews have led me to believe
that those who do possess only one of the statistically significant features

feel some degree of ambivalence toward the tagmemic heuristic procedure, particularly at the onset of instruction. It is understandable that
such writers would not respond enthusiastically to the tagmemic heuristic

procedure. After all, each of these students possesses one of the
categories of features, that is, either middle Conceptual Level
(1.21-1.99), high Conceptual Level (2.0-3.0) or high IQ (116-135), for
which the tagmemic heuristic procedure did not produce a greater
amount of writing growth than did free writing. I did find, however, that
during the course of instruction, such students usually overcame their in-

itial ambivalence. They seemed to take longer than students with both a
middle IQ and a low Conceptual Level before assimilating the procedure
as a part of their writing, but they did do so eventually. If these students

do seem disinterested rather than enthused, they are not necessarily
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receiving the wrong instruction. They simply need a good
and practice in using the tagmemic heuristic procedure. A
their interviews, many of these students expressed the opi

found the tagmemic heuristic procedure difficult to use at fir

tually they began to find it to be helpful, and they planne
using it.

In the interviews with students who had high IQ levels and high Conceptual Levels, many indicated a real frustration if they studied the
tagmemic heuristic procedure. For example, one boy with a high IQ
(116-135) and a high Conceptual Level (2.0-3.0) who studied the
tagmemic heuristic procedure felt that he didn't need to use the tagmemic

heuristic probes. They simply slowed him down and prevented him from
writing. He wanted either to skip the pre-writing, or if he had to do it, he

wanted to be allowed to do the pre-writing after he had done the paper.
Eventually, he pointed out to me that even before he was taught to use
the procedure, there was already evidence in his writing of the types of
ideas the tagmemic heuristic procedure can produce. He evidently used
the procedure intuitively, as Lee Odell and Charles R. Cooper sometimes
found to be the case in a study of the writing of college freshmen and
professional writers {Lee Odell and Charles R. Cooper, "An Analysis of
Syntactic Choices and Intellectual Processes Reflected in the Writing of
College Freshmen and Professional Authors," S. U.N.Y, at Buffalo,
1976}. The boy's normal method of writing was to write and then rewrite

when necessary. He assured me during his interview that he would not
continue to use the tagmemic heuristic procedure. It seems safe to
assume that this boy would have felt more comfortable studying free
writing as a heuristic procedure {Table 1, category 5}. I was simply making writing a frustrating rather than a pleasurable experience by expecting him to use tfce tagmemic heuristic procedure.

Not all of the predictions for successful pairing of a student and a

heuristic procedure that I have just made have statistical support.
However, the frustration exhibited by students who were paired adversely in the study provide a very good reason for trying to match students
with a suitable heuristic procedure rather than teaching one or both
heuristic procedures to a student who needs invention aid. The lengthy
period necessary to practice and become proficient at using a heuristic
procedure could be frustrating for a student who does not find that the
procedure meets his or her own particular needs or preferences. Repeated
use of the procedure might block the writer's flow of ideas rather than
aid it.
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Designing and Implementing Basic Lessons to be Used with Two
Heuristic Procedures

I will indicate an opening, detailed lesson and indicate how instruction
might be continued. The same basic lesson can be used regardless of the
type of heuristic instruction. Only the portion of the lesson that deals
with the method of pre-writing would differ. The lesson will be one with

an informative aim since the results of my study were gathered from
work in writing informative essays, the most common type of school
sponsored writing according to a study done in British schools {James
Britton, Tony Burgess, Nancy Martin, Alex McLead, and Harold Rosen,
The Development of Writing Abilities fII-I8)London: MacMillan
Education, 1975), pp. 173-174.}. I suspect this is true in our own institutions as well.

Even though there is a variety of subjects upon which a writer may give
information, it is best to begin with subjects about which students have a

concrete knowledge. In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the
heuristic procedures, the lab instructor might ask the student to name a
common object that he/she feels he/she would not have much to say
about. Two such topics that my students have given were 'Teeth" and
"A Big Toe."
At this point, the type of instruction, either free writing or the
tagmemic heuristic procedure, will depend upon the results of the student's IQ test and Paragraph Completion Test (Table 1).
If the lab instructor determines a student should practice free writing,
the instructor should direct the free writer to select one of the suggested

topics and write any ideas that come to mind about that topic. The student must, above all, write continuously. There are different interpretations of the precise procedure a student should follow when writing continuously, but Ifhave found Peter Elbow's discussion to be especially
useful. {Writing Without Teachers (New York: Oxford University Press,

1973.)} According to Elbow, the initial free write should be brief,

perhaps ten minutes long (p. 9). After the student has completed this free
write, he or she should look for "centers of gravity", the main ideas that

appear among various details about the subject and digressions from the
subject. These main ideas should be underlined and the most promising
used as the first sentence in a second free write (pp. 19-21). This cycle
may be repeated as many times as necessary until the writer is satisfied
with the draft. These are really the only directions that the student needs

before he or she begins the free writing procedure. However, I have
found that students are encouraged when I give them a copy of several
successive free writes that I have done. In this way, the student can see
that I really do mean that he or she should simply write continuously and
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not worry about proofreading during the free writing stage of the writing
process.

The student who free writes must use his or her own intuition in order
to generate an idea and pass from that idea to the next one. After the initial instruction in the process of free writing, the lab instructor helps the

student best by simply leaving him or her alone until the final draft is
produced. The instructor must not feel neglectful and remember that one
of the primary features used for suggesting a student study free writing

was Conceptual Level, which is characteristic of a student with good
reasoning. Such students may find that a good deal of well-intended
guidance is more a hindrance than a help when they are trying to develop
ideas.

The tagmemic heuristic procedure requires much more initial instruction. Since labs, especially those with, a drop-in service, often become
busy, I suggest preparing dittoed copies of a sample use of the tagmemic
heuristic procedure so that a student may read over the ditto while other

writers are being instructed. If the sample topic were, for example,
"student unions", the ditto might list each of the tagmemic probes
followed by a question generated by the probe and the response that
might be given to the question:
1 . Focus: What are the important aspects of student unions?

Sample Response: Rathskeller and game room
Notice that the aspects of student unions may become the grammatical
subjects of sentences, that is, the who or what of sentences.

2. Classification: How would you classify student unions?
(What characteristics are shared in common by all student unions?)
Sample Response: Recreation areas
3. Compare/Contrast: What are student unions like/not like?
Sample Response: Student unions are like pool halls; they are not
like church socials.

4. Time Sequence: What is the order in which things happen in student unions:

Sample Response: First, students check the activities calendar.
5. Causality: Why do we have student unions?
Sample Response: Student unions give students a place to meet and
socialize.

6. Physical Context: Where are student unions?

Sample Response: Student unions are medium-sized buildings
located in the center of campus.

Reading all of the above information would indicate: Student unions
are

paper based upon this information. Any in
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to the topic sentence may be omitted from the draft of the

Using the ditto as a model, the student should generate

vant to the writing topic he or she has chosen and record re

questions. Next, he or she should form a topic sentence a

Finally, the student should select the pertinent ideas from t
and continue to write the first draft.

Since a student using the tagmemic heuristic procedure must consciously analyze the writing topic, the student may require more instruc-

tion than the student who practices free writing. For example, the student may need help in understanding the tagmemic probes or in using
them to generate good questions. A student has been assigned to the
study of the tagmemic heuristic procedure on the basis of either middle
IQ or low Conceptual Level (a preference for structure in a learning
situation). Consequently, a student of this sort either needs or prefers a
good deal more direction than the student who is asked to free write.
During the instruction of an entire classroom full of students, this type of
student may be too embarrassed to ask for more direction than the other
students receive. In contrast, when the student is being tutored, he or she

does not need to ask for extra help because instructor aid is readily
available and a necessary part of learning the structured procedure.

After the student has completed the first draft, regardless of which
pre-writing procedure the student studied, the student should receive an
appropriate audience response. Just as the heuristic procedures differ, so
should the audience responses differ in degree of structure. For students
who studied the tagmemic heuristic procedure, the instructor should use
the tagmemic heuristic probes to suggest aspects of the writing that are
really clear or unclear. For example, a response might be: "You didn't
change the focus on your big toe enough to show me that it really is
beautiful (as your^opic sentence indicated the toe was). All you told me
about is your pretty toenail polish. You could have dirty callouses on the
bottom of your toe!" The free writers, in contrast, should receive a much

less analytic response. The instructor simply needs to "point" to phrases
or words that are effective or weak and "tell" what his or her reponse is
to the writer's words or phrases (Elbow, pp. 85-92). A sample response
might be: "You wrote that your toe is beautiful, but after I read your
paper, I felt that it was ugly; "hairy" is not a word that makes me think
of beauty." Such responses may be used as a guide by a student before he
or she prepares the final draft.

During the remaining weeks of instruction, students should continue
to complete writing tasks with an informative aim by using the procedures just described. I have found that James Moffetťs
Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-13 : A Hand -
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book for Teachers is particularly helpful in providing additional basic
writing tasks with an informative aim {New York: Houghton-Mifflin,
1968}. Moffetťs curriculum progresses to increasing levels of abstraction. For example, the sequence of modes moves from autobiography
and memoir through general reportage and case studies to generalization
essays (pp. 383-476). As the abstraction increases, the writing tasks
become more challenging for the students, and, consequently, I have
found that students become increasingly dependent upon the heuristic
procedures as an aid in gathering ideas.
There are two ways that I would like to suggest for the instructor to
monitor each student's progress during instruction. First, the instructor
should study not only the final draft but also the free writes and
tagmemic pre-writes of the student to be sure that each student is using
his or her heuristic procedure well. Secondly, during the writing conferences with each student, the instructor should ask the student if he or

she understands the procedure and encourage the student by noting that
it takes time to become adept at using any heuristic procedure. Students
sometimes need to be reminded that they did not learn how to type or
how to tune a car in just a few days; skill of any type requires repeated effort. If the instructor files all of the student's papers that are produced in

the lab, the instructor can show the student specific instances when the
student's practice has resulted in papers that show improvement over

earlier ones.

Evaluation of the Results of the Assigned Instruction .

The instructor will, of course, want assurance that by the end of instruction each student's writing has indeed shown a significant amount
of growth after using the procedures that I have described. Any lab instructor or groifp of lab instructors can test the procedure. In order to do

so, the instructor(s) will need to draw a pre-post test comparison of two
essays that students wrote before instruction in the heuristic procedures
and two essays that the students wrote following the completion of at
least ten weekly sessions of instruction in the use of one of the heuristic
procedures. It is important for a student to complete two, rather than
one, set of pre-post tests in order to test his or her true ability since not all

types of writing assignments are equally appealing to a student. For example, a student might enjoy writing case studies, but not generalization
essays. He or she might also simply be disturbed during the particular
testing session and, consequently, not perform at his or her normal standards. Therefore, the instructor must design parallel topics, all of which
require the same degree of writing skill. For example,. two case study
assignments might be to: "Study a member of your family" or "Study a
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friend on campus". Two generalization essay topics might be:
an Important Part of Many People's Lives" or "Good Friends Are
Always Around When People Need Them". Half of the students being

tested should receive one of the case study topics and one of the

generalization topics as a pretest. The other half of the students should
receive the remaining case study and generalization topics as their
pretest. At posttest time, each student should receive the topics upon
which he or she has not already been tested. This will compensate for any
inadvertent differences in the topics that might affect the comparison of
the pre-post test results. Each time the students are given one of these test

topics, they should receive the topic at least one session in advance of the
testing so that they have time to think about it. All actual writing,
however, should be completed in the lab. The normally relaxed atmosphere of a lab is useful in ensuring the validity of the testing. Both
advance notice of the topic and the removal of a stressful environment
with stringent time constraints have proven to be important elements in
the production of a good essay according to research conducted by

Sanders and Littlefield {Sara E. Sanders and John H. Littlefield,

"Perhaps Test Essays Can Reflect Significant Improvement in Freshman
Composition: Report on a Successful Attempt," Research in the
Teaching of English IX (1975): 145-153}.
After all the pretests and all the posttests have been collected, the instructors should ask a secretary or a student helper to prepare the papers
for evaluation. First, the helper should record the name of the student
writer, the date that each paper was written, and an identification
number for each paper. The helper must then remove the name and date
from the essay and mark an identification number in its place. Finally, he
or she must staple together the pre and post test generalization essays and
the pre and post teft case studies for each student writer. Neither the student's pretest nor the student's posttest should consistently be the one of

the two papers stapled on top; this way the rater will not be aware later
whether he or she is evaluating a pretest or a posttest and, consequently,
will not have any particular expectations.
After the pre and post tests have been paired in this fashion for each
student, the rater (s) can begin evaluation of the papers. A single lab instructor can do the rating, but if a number of lab instructors are trying
the same procedure, it would be even better to form a team to do the

rating. The rater (s) might decide on specific criteria (such as evaluating
the papers on the basis of the number and variety of pertinent ideas to be

found in the essay) and then practice on a few sample papers on topics
similar to the test topics so that the raters can achieve some inter-rater
reliability before scoring the actual test papers. If the rater(s) decide to

https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/wcj/vol1/iss2/4
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score the paired papers by simply indicating the better of the two pape
this method will indicate that instruction was effective if the posttest

rated the better paper. If the rater(s) decide to assign each paper s
type of letter or number grade, this method will offer an idea of h
much improvement was made.
In addition to this evaluation of the papers, instruction should als
evaluated to some degree by the students. During the final writing
ferences, the lab instructor should ask each student how much, and
all, he or she feels the heuristic procedure has been an aid in writin
student usually appreciates this concern and is eager to give an ho

response if he or she is sure that the instructor wants to know for a pu
pose. As an indication of my purpose, I usually tell my students that th
opinions about the effectiveness of instruction will aid me in planning t
instruction of future students who visit the lab. The results of such

discussions often provide good clues to what we are teaching well and not
so well.

Conclusion

Neither the tagmemic heuristic procedure nor the free writing procedure is a panacea. Likewise, my method for selecting between the two
heuristic procedures is not foolproof. There may, for example, be more
significant features of writers that would be useful in pairing writers and

a heuristic procedure. I do, however, believe that it is better to make an
effort to develop some system for selecting an instructional procedure
that is meant to accomodate the individual writer rather than simply
teaching a well-known procedure or even several well-known procedures
to whomever enters the lab. Anyone who does try the procedures that I
suggest can test the effectiveness of instruction for himself or herself.
Such data cafi be shared among lab instructors, at conferences, or in
journals. Small-scale research of this nature can generate either a refined
method for selecting the appropriate instruction for an individual writer
or, perhaps, even an entirely new method for selecting the appropriate
instruction. In either case, the focus of writing lab research should be
upon accommodating the particular needs of individual student writers.

Nancyanne Rabianski is the Director of the Learning Center at the University of
New Haven.
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